The hitch MUST not be installed on the top face of any mower, damage can result. The centerline of the hitch “PIN” needs to be approximately 12” from the ground. Temporarily secure the hitch to the rear face of the mower. (“PIN” at 12” using existing bolt holes or vise grips if there are no holes. Hitch can be turned over giving more increments for height.)

DO NOT DRILL HOLES IN MOWER UNTIL COMPLETING HEIGHT CHECK.

All 2006 Series models have the same grease points except the hitch.

Hitch is at the ideal height when the platform stays horizontal.

Moving hitch up or down changes height of hitch. After locating ideal hitch height, secure ALL bolts. (Face bolts out if needed to avoid contact with mower parts.) If you need to drill holes check clearance behind drilling surface so damage doesn’t happen to mower parts. Mark with center punch and drill 3/8” holes.

Warning: Grease all fittings before using and daily thereafter. The bearing will be destroyed in minutes if used dry. NO GREASE WHEN SHIPPED. Minimum tire pressure is 20 to 30 PSI.
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